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Outcome

□ Be aware of various identities in the Deaf community

□ Be comfortable with an interpreter's role and how to use one to communicate with a

person that is Deaf or Hard of Hearing..

□ Know creative ways to get around communication barriers

□ Understand the need for communication access

Labels

Hearing

Hard of Hearing

Hearing Impaired

deaf

Deaf
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Labels (cont.)

Deaf + (Plus)

Deaf Blind

Visual hfipaifmeni/ Deaf blindness
Deve opmental/rdijnrlae/inteilectbal dtlay
Orthopedic/phpicol impa rmmx
Specific learning 4mbi\ I,
Aytism

Synerome BeUted

Fmot<onal/behivwnil

Traumalic bram iniary
Other health mpa ̂nicnts

Languages

American Sign Language- ASL is a visual/gestural language with its own unique rules of

grammar and syntax. Like all languages, ASL is a living language that grows and changes over

time.

Sign language is not a universal language — each country has its own sign language, and regions

have dialects, much like the many languages spoken all over the world.
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Languages (cont.)

Signing Exact English (S.E.E.)- Signing Exact English (SEE) is a sign system modeled after the

English language. SEE includes many signs that are taken from ASL; however, the sentence

structure, the idioms, the verb endings, etc. are taken from English. In essence, SEE is a visual

form of English.

Lip Reading- Most people have difficulty mastering lip reading. While lip reading skills can help

in communication, only about 30% of all speech is visible on the lips.

Dear Hearing People
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Communication Technology

•  Sign Language Interpreter

•  TTY

•  Video Relay Service

•  Video Remote Interpreting

•  Note writing

Communication tech (cont)

Sign Language Interpreter: A person that is physically in the room

with the Deaf consumer and interprets the message from English

to American Sign Language (ASL) and from ASL to English.

Certified Deaf Interpreter (GDI): GDI's are deaf or hard of hearing

individuals who are nationally certified by the Registry of

Interpreters for the Deaf (RID). They serve as an equal member of

the interpreting team along with a certified hearing interpreter.
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Communication tech (cont)

TTY: The TTY relay service communication assistant (CA) connects TTY relay calls with people

who communicate by telephone. The CA converts voice-to-text and text-to-voice

communication. Many TTY users have migrated to other forms of communication to access the

telephone network, using newer technologies and relay services, including Internet-based relay
services.

llCCHWItKiN

Communication Tech (cont)

Video Remote Interpreting: Most expensive, can charge per minute, useful in emergency

situations..

Video Relav Service: is regulated by the FCC, and is a free service to the Deaf. It is common for a
Deaf person making a phone call to take longer than normal, because they want to ensure that
the message was interpreted clearly, because they can not visually see the hearing person and
can not read their body language as compared to an in person meeting.
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Communication tech (cont)

Writine Notes: most time consuming, leaves plenty of room for

error, english and American Sign Language have different

grammatical sentence structures.

Depending on one's level of education, written english might not

be an accessible accommodation. In these situations a phone call

through the VRS might be faster.

Things to know about the Deaf

Not all deaf people know sign language

Not all Deaf people can read Lips

Some Deaf people speak and some do not

Some Deaf people can hear. Some can use hearing aids, and some people can use cochlear
implants.

If a Deaf person prefers to sign or communicate in their native language, it is inappropriate to
ask them to speak or to not sign.
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Tips for working with an interpreter:

□ Give the Deaf person time to complete their thought and don't interrupt

□ Maintain eye contact, don't turn away while you are speaking

□ Be aware of obstructions, distractions, and etiquette

□ What do I do if suddenly the message or what the Deaf person is saying isn't making

Creative ways to bridge the gap

Try writing notes on paper. If no paper, try typing a text message on your phone and showing it
to the Deaf person.

If the person is late in life deafened, a Captel phone (caption telephone) might help or talk to
text technology such as Dragon might help.

When in doubt ask the person what makes them most comfortable.
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Problems we currently face in Oregon

The ASL Oregon Certified Court Interpreter credential will be awarded to an interpreter who
holds a valid Specialist Certificate: Legal (SC:L) from the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
(RID)

**Previous tests (No longer offered but still recognized by RID) SC:L - Specialist Certificate:

Legal(1998-2016)**

AOT ">
laajBie,'

Conditionally Approved Courtroom
Interpreters

"...an interpreter has completed an experience interview provided by Court Language Access
Services, has completed a LEDS criminal history check in the state of Oregon, and has granted
or denied Court Language Access Services consent to release their information to parties
outside of Court Language Access Services."

"...only a judge may qualify an interpreter, and it is only for a specific, one time matter. If an
interpreter has not earned either the Certified or Registered Court Interpreter Credential, it is
best practice to qualify the interpreter by asking questions to garner their experience and
qualifications to proceed as an interpreter for the pending matter."
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Oregon Certified Court Interpreter Roster

Language Credential Name State City Phone Ceil Phone Email Expiration

Amer«an Ssgn
Language

Cer^ied Atietfo, edward^^++ Oregon POfttar^d
{S03)9B8-
3067x26133

(503)829-9627 edward.c.a)ietto^oid.state.or.us l2/3lf2018

Amedcan

Language
Certified Crawford, Lisa Oregon Corvaiis {541)7454)111 (541)974-3031 cfawfordterp@gmaiLcom 12/31/2018

American Sign

language
Cetifled DeLeon, Meianie** Oregon i Portia rrd Urravaiiat^e (603)851-2992 meherp^gmag .com 12/31/2018

American Sign
language

Certified Fretter. Xenia Oregon Shervw>od UnavaitatHe UnavaiiaiXe xenia^erpsawvy.com 12/31/2018

Am«rican Sign
Language

Certified Hait, Richard Oregon Portland Unavailable (503) 829-7868 triomegainc^gmaS.cxMh 12/31/2019

American Sign
Lang^e

Certified HiU, Sarah Ahzona Pho«?Jx Ur^avaJiai^e (207) 841-3331 sarah>|. Nil76^maCc!om 12/31/2018

Anedcan Sign
Language

Certified Richards, Tammera Oregwr Portland (503) 287-4881 Urtavaiiabie tirichards1@msn.a>m 12/31/2018

Am^can Sign

Lan^age
Certified Smith, Amanda Ofegc« Keizer Unavaii^e Unavaiiat^e Unavaiiabie 12/31/2018

American S^n
Language

Certified Thayer, Ca'ieen Oregon Satem (503)680-8522
(603)889-8492
Text Only

coolthayer^gmailcwrt 12/31/2018

Anedcan Sign
Language

Certified Thayer, Damon Oregon Saiem (503) 090-2471 Unavaiiabie detbayer^mailcwn 12731/2018

Room for Improvement

□ Deaf being arrested without an interpreter and unaware of why.

□ Court ordered classes not providing sign language interpreters.

□ Lawyers not accepting Deaf clients.

□ Grand jury unable to hear the Deaf victim's testimony.

□ Can not serve Jury Duty.

□ DHS/RVCOG special interest, Deaf issues work group- legal
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